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Week in the markets:

Commodities:
•

Softs and Ag’s mixed to quiet, with Sugar looking weak.

•

Base Metals looking more positive, especially Copper which is being used as a speculative
tool along with Bitcoin by the Chinese.

•

Lean Hogs technically still very weak.

•

WTI been more bullish in the short term but momentum slowing? Heating Oil still holds
bullish.

Commodities To Watch:
The below trend direction analysis is based on an assessment of the daily technicals. Use more detailed technical analysis e.g.
indicators, support and resistance, sentiment: COT, Open Interest etc. for possible trade entry, exits and stops.
Bullish Opportunities:

Not behaving as it should:

Bearish Opportunities:

Heating Oil: fundamentally and
technically strong.

WTI: mixed up, hard to trade – short
term wave trading.

Lean Hogs: continuing bearish but
really seasonality play should be over
– caution!

Gold: Watch out for geopolitical spikes
and USD strength!

Sugar No11: fundamentally and
technically weak.

COT And Seasonality Hot list:

How to use:
The COT Index Assessment is based on a weekly index calculation and net positions of the ‘large speculators’ category of the CFTC
report.
Seasonality: historical price data has been analysed over a 20 year period to draw conclusion as to the seasonal direction of price.
Technicals: An assessment is made on the current longer term price trend and the current price momentum leading to (and
including COT data and seasonality) an overall assessment for the possible price direction of the asset.

Commodities chart of the week

(Non Metals/ Energy):

Sugar No11

Sugar No11: Journeying downward once more as it heads to lows around the late 12c. Fundamentally the outlook is
stronger for prices– Brazilian output to weaken relative to ethanol production. Technically the charts remain bearish: Further
possible downsides at historical lows of 10c can’t be ruled out if the fundamentals weaken. Upside support at 15c then 17c.

China Watch:

Dashboard:

With no news out this week and China of all next week, we’re seeing a quiet period at the moment and next week will
certainly impact market volatility. Not to say Chinese speculators are working hard behind the scenes! Stock markets steady.

Key: Dashboard: China is a key driver of both Precious and Base Metals sectors. For example nearly 50% of global demand in
Copper heads towards this country and it’s one of the biggest users of gold. Understanding what China is doing is key to
understanding the ‘flow’ of the market sentiment and what could move price. The dashboard should let you ascertain the
current economic situation in China. NB: Updated charts this week are coloured red.

China Watch:

Commodity China Bellwether:

Key: China is one of the biggest importer of commodities from around the world – food stuffs, metals, energy etc.
When it sneezes the commodity world can often catch a cold! Monitoring these commodities can give you an idea of
the health of the Chinese economy rather than relying on political statistics.

Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (GSCI) Watch :

How to use: The GSCI is a great proxy for the overall health of the commodities sector. Caveat: the index is heavily energy
weighted especially around crude oil.

Precious and Base Metals:

Key Numbers:

Key: S1 = next short technical level etc, L1 = next long technical level etc. built around the current price.
R/R = Risk Reward either going long or short based on current price and stops / target at L1 and S1
Longer term trend = determined from weekly charts

Chart User Guide for the Metals section:
Daily Kagi chart using ATR,
Change from Red to black
determines trend + moving
averages + DMI.
Fibonacci's used as targets.

3 Line 4 hour break chart used for finding
shorter term changes with and against the
longer term trends.

Weekly Heikin Ashi
chart with Ichimoku,
moving averages
(50,100,200) to
determine trend
direction. Fibonacci's
and Ichimoku used for
longer term risk and
trade management.

Directional Movement
Indicator (DMI) set to 14
periods

Directional Movement
Indicator (DMI) set to 14
periods

RSI used to
determine over
bought/ sold areas
and possible
longer term price
reversals.

Copper (HG):
Copper in recent weeks has been linked / correlated with Bitcoin performance due to Chinese speculation
on the both. Currently trading at 2.97 (approx. 6500 LME)

Gold:
Still playing around $1300 after pulling back due to stronger USD and quieter on the
geopolitical front. Currently trading at $1290.

Energy:

Crude WTI Watch:
WTI Crude Oil:
Still in that range
but has been short
term bullish –
bullish momentum
weakening though?
Rig counts stand at
935, +424 change
from last year. -1
change on the
week.

Key numbers:

RBoB Gasoline Watch:
RBoB Gasoline:
No change:
Holding in range.
Bearish
historical
seasonality at
this time of year.

Key numbers:
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